Alien Abduction – A Suggested Reading List

The reading list I present here are a must read. That is, the authors I mention here are not only pioneers but
credible resources in the area of alien abduction, especially Budd Hopkins who played a pivotal role in
illuminating this bizarre phenomenon. None of these books present data from so called contactees or from so
called channeled material, for these kinds of data are unreliable and not credible at best. That is, authors who
purport themselves as contactees or present so called channeled material should be avoided. These alien
beings are covert in the extreme. It makes no sense that some people would be “contactees” or
“channelers”in which everything is divulged. When reading these serious works below, the manipulative and
covert activity of these beings is apparent. In this difficult field of ufology, standards should remain as high as
possible, if we are to make any sense of this bizarre phenomenon of alien abduction.

These books represents various cases that the authors present:
“Missing Time,” (1981) by Budd Hopkins
“Abduction – Human Encounters with Aliens,” (1994) by John E. Mack, M.D.
“Chosen – Recollections of UFO Abductions Through Hypnotherapy,” (2010) by Yvonne Smith, C.Ht.
“The Threat,” (1998) by David Jacobs, Ph.D.
“Taken,” (1994) by Karla Turner, Ph.D.

Each book below represents a credible and a famous case that give credence to the topic of alien
abduction— shared experiences, all have passed lie detector tests, and empirical data:

“Captured! – The Betty and Barney Hill UFO Experience,” (2007) by Stanton Friedman and Kathleen Marden.
“Fire In The Sky – The Walton Experience,”(2010) by Travis Walton.
“The Allagash Abductions - Undeniable Evidence of Alien Intervention,” (1993) by Raymond E. Fowler.

A very difficult book to get, but also one of the most important books on alien abduction:
“Alien Discussions – Proceedings of the Abduction Study Conference, “ held at MIT, (1994) Editors: Andrea
Pritchard, David E. Pritchard, John E. Mack, Pam Kasey, Claudia Yapp.

